ALPR cameras can be mobile (mounted on vehicles) or on fixed positions such as freeway overpasses or traffic signals. ALPR systems mounted on vehicles have all the necessary equipment to scan plates, notify the user of a vehicle hit, and store the plate scan data for uploading into the ALPR server at a later time. ALPR fixed positions transmit plate scan data to the ALPR server as they are scanned and notify a central dispatch, such as a station desk, of any vehicle hit.
ALPR cameras can photograph thousands of plates in a shift. All plate scan data collected from the ALPR cameras is transmitted to an ALPR server. The ALPR server resides within the Sheriff's Data Network (SON). In addition to software applications that are used to run the ALPR server, the ALPR server also houses the "informational data file" containing wanted, stolen, or vehicles of interest, as well as all the plate scans captured by the ALPR cameras.
The informational data file is comprised of information from the Stolen Vehicle System (SVS), Felony Warrants System (FWS), Countywide Warrant System (CWS) , and user defined "hot lists". The Informational data file is updated throughout the day with different data sources being "refreshed" at different intervals. SVS/FWS data is refreshed from the state database six times per day, CWS data is refreshed from the warrant repository twice a day, and hot list data is refreshed upon input into the ALPR server. It is important that ALPR users take into account the amount of lag time between receiving an ALPR hit notification and the last updating of the informational data file within the mobile ALPR unit database.
When possible, confirm that the mobile ALPR unit hit information is still valid, either through the Sheriff's Communication Center (SCC) or via your Mobile Digital Terminal (MDT) or Mobile Digital Computer (MDC), prior to taking police action. Confirmation can be deferred in rare circumstances (i.e. special investigative units) when compelling circumstances may exist that, if SCC is contacted, could jeopardize the investigation and/or officer safety.
Fixed ALPR cameras have a continuous connection to the ALPR server. They are capable of uploading plate scan data to the ALPR server within seconds of the scans occurring. ALPR scans can be compared against the informational data file immediately when the data sources are updated.
Most mobile ALPR units do not have a "continuous" connection to the ALPR server. In order to facilitate the exchange of data, most stations and other designated facilities have installed wireless access points which will allow connectivity to the ALPR server via wireless transmission. Once in range of a wireless access point, mobile ALPR users can activate an onboard "sync button" which will upload plate scan information from the vehicle to the ALPR server and/or download the latest informational data file from the ALPR server to the vehicle. It is imperative that mobile ALPR users sync their mobile units at the beginning and end of their shift to ensure they have the latest informational data available. If the ALPR system is integrated with an MDC, it is possible for the user to update their data via the unit's cellular connection in the field.
BOSS (Back Office System Server)
The BOSS server is where all the stored ALPR data resides. Within the server are the "hotlists," which are deployed and used to compare the license plates that are scanned by the ALPR cameras. The "hotlists" are maintained by the ASAP (Advanced Surveillance and Protection) Unit and are set-up to refresh automatically. There are a few cases which specific hotlists have been set-up for certain units and they have to be updated manually (most of these lists are covert hotlists and the user is not notified of the "hit"). The primary use of the server is for storage of the license plate data captured. Currently, we maintain approx. (2) years' worth of license plate data from all of our LASD ALPR cameras. Detectives and other investigative resources can utilize the BOSS database in searches for full or partial license plate information. Additionally, we have set-up links to query other LA County police agencies approx. 26 at this time, and are in the process of setting up and expanded ability to search other county law enforcement agencies with ALPR such as San Bernardino County Sheriff and Riverside County Sheriff. The Sheriff's Data Network is a high speed network connecting all Sheriff's Department facilities and participating Los Angeles County municipal police departments. The SDN provides connectivity between desktop computers throughout the Department, as well as connection to other networks such as the Internet, LA Net, CLETS, and the Statewide Integrated Narcotics System. The SDN currently provides access to a wide range of applications, such as AJIS, LARCIS, CWS, CCHRS, RAPS, FMS, Cal Gangs (Formerly GREAT), CWTAPPS, JDIC and the Department's Intranet Server. For an up-to-date list of applications available on the Sheriff's Data Network, contact the Data Systems Bureau Help Desk.
3-07/210.00 PERMISSIBLE USE
The use of any Department computer resource is restricted to those activities related to Department business. Use of computers and electronic communications by employees is authorized in support of the law enforcement mission of the Department and the administrative functions that support that mission. Sheriff'S Department employees and other authorized users shall adhere to this policy as well as the guidelines set forth in the County Electronic Data Communications and Internet Policies.
Employees are expected to abide by the standards of conduct delineated in other volumes, chapters and sections of the Department's Manual of Policy and Procedures as they may be applied to the use of electronic communications and use and release of information.
3-07/220.00 PROHIBITIONS
Employees shall not add, alter, copy, damage, delete, move, modify, tamper with or otherwise use or affect any data or software, computer, computer system, or computer network in order to either:
• Devise or exclude any scheme or artifice to defraud, deceive, destroy or extort, • Wrongfully control or obtain money, property, or data, • Disrupt or cause the disruption of computer or network services, or deny or cause the denial of computer or network services to an authorized user of a Department computer, computer system, or computer network, • Assist in providing access to unauthorized persons to any data, software, programs, computer system, or computer network.
Unless specifically authorized by Data Systems Bureau, Department employees shall not install, connect to, move, change, modify, disconnect, or tamper with any data circuit, router, switch, hub, data jack, data cable, server, or other data communications equipment or software or assist any unauthorized person in gaining access to data circuits, routers, switches, hubs, data jacks, data cables, servers, or other data communications equipment or software.
Employees shall not do any of the following without the required authorization:
• Access or allow access to another to obtain, alter, or prevent access to stored electronic communications, 
